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Invisible Decay of Higgs Boson – (I)

 If Higgs decays to weakly interacting and neutral particles 
No visible particle in the detector (only missing energy).

 Not possible in SM  Its observation will be indication of 
“New Physics”.

 Many BSM incorporate invisible decay of Higgs boson:

 Fourth generation neutrino

 SUSY

 Extra-Dimension

………

 Different models give very different branching ratio (BR)  to 
invisible vs Higgs mass, but usually BR is reasonably  high for 
mH < 300 GeV).

Present Analysis is model independent
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Invisible Decay of Higgs Boson – (II)

 Trigger and event signature have to come from  particle 
accompanying Higgs  production.

 VBF production mode is most suited:

 Second Highest production rate

 Jets in forward-backward region with large rapidity gap.

 Large di-jet invariant mass.

 Low hadronic activity between the tagging jets.

 Reconstruction of Higgs mass is not possible A counting  

experiment to see excess over expected SM backgrounds.

 Model independent analysis: 

Production rate same as SM rate.

BR = 100%   
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• W + Jets  charged lepton not get detected and the leading jets 
satisfy VBF conditions . 

• Z  + Jets  Z decays to neutrino families and the leading jets 
satisfy VBF conditions.

CSA07 Alpgen samples with Soft VBF pre-selection at  generator level

Dh > 2.0 ,  Mjj > 300 GeV (j1, j2 two highest pT  partons) .

Z  nn and W  l n (l = e m t)

Cross-section after preselection:

Z + 2Jets =  31.01 pb                    W + 2Jets = 148 pb

Z + 3Jets =  52.55 pb                    W + 3Jets =  248 pb

• ttbar : MC@NLO inclusive sample, Cross-section= 840 pb

• QCD jets with enormous rate pose as dominant background!

Backgrounds

Signal rate MH (GeV):                                                 120        140        160
VBF production cross-section (pb):     4.47      3.83        3.32
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Trigger Selection

L1 condition : Uncorrected MET > 30 GeV
HLT conditions :
MET uncorrected > 60 GeV
 Leading Jets: corrected pT 1,2 > 40 GeV,  Dh > 4.2 ,  h1*h2<0, 
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 For QCD  (Fast Sim) jet sample HLT information is not available.
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Offline Selections-(I)

1) Lepton veto : 

 No isolated electron (pT > 10 GeV, |h| < 2.5 excluding  barrel-
endcap transition region)

 No isolated muon (pT > 5 GeV, |h| < 2.1) .

2) VBF condition:
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 Dh > 4.4 , Mjj > 1200 GeV

 pT (1,2) > 40 GeV,  h1*h2 < 0,  |h| < 5  

3)   MET > 100 GeV



Offline Selections-(II)
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4) Central Jet Veto (CJV): 
Expected low hadronic activity between tagging jets for signal events

 Require no jet between (hmax-0.5, hmin+0.5) tagging jets   
with ET ( uncorrected) >  15 GeV



5) NV variable : function of uncorrected ET of jets and MET 

(SUSY Group , CMS IN 2007/041)

 Related to Jet Energy Resolution

 Require NV  > 4 
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Offline selections -(III)

 Not much effective for other 
backgrounds (involve real MET)
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No Selection

 NV cut is most effective for higher 
QCD (> 70 GeV)



Offline Selections-(III)

6)  Massive Higgs balances the jets  small  angle in transverse plane 

(Df) between tagging jets. 

 Accept events for Df < 1.5 rad.
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Results

• Events surviving after all cuts for integrated luminosity 1 fb-1

• Systematic uncertainty for selected signal events

Due to Jet Energy Scale = 14.54 % (αjet = 7%)
Due to MET scale = 9.54% (αjet = 7%, αcalo = 10% )
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Total background ~6000

This mode really seems invisible 



Discovery Potential
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The invisible higgs reach can 
be defined in term of a model 
independent parameter:

For σBSM = σSM , 2 = Br(H Inv.)
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 Invisible search is not possible with integrated luminosity of 1fb-1



Data Driven Methods for Background 
Estimation

Znn + jets background:  
W (mn)+ jets process can be used, where muon is well identified.
 Corrections has to be applied for Kinematic selection, isolation efficiency

and difference between W and Z production rate
 Correction factor calculated to be 1.7

 This method estimate 63 +-10  background events which is in good agreement with
MC based estimation of 64 +-9

Wmn + jets background:
W (mn)+ jets process can be used, where muon is well identified.
 Corrections has to be applied for Kinematic selection, isolation efficiency.
 Correction factor calculated to be 1.1

 This method estimate 40+-6 background events which is in agreement with MC  
based estimation 43+-7.

W en + jets background can be estimated same way.
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Estimation of Central Jet Veto Efficiency from 
Data for V + jet backgrounds

 Hadronic activity is same in Z + jets and W + jets. So either of these   
can used for estimation of CJV efficiency for V + jets BG.

For W mn + jets process: select events with
(i)  isolated m,  pt > 20 GeV,  
(ii) 2 leading jets satisfying VBF conditions    
(iii)  MET> 100 GeV. 
Efficiency to pass CJV requirement = 36.6 ± 2 %

 This is in well agreement CJV efficiency (36.1 ± 1.5 %) for 
W mn + jets background obtained in the analysis.

 This is also give good estimate of CJV efficiency for Z + jets 
background  which is 34.6 ± 1.8%
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Conclusions

 A possibility to search for Invisibly decaying Higgs boson in 
Vector Boson Fusion mode has been studied with a set of selection 
criteria.

 For integrated luminosity 1fb-1, Invisible Higgs search is not 
possible. For 10 fb-1 luminosity, B.R. upto 43% can be explored at 
95% CL assuming standard model production rate.

 Data driven techniques for various backgrounds have been 
studied.

 Determination of efficiency for Central Jet Veto  from data has 
been discussed.
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Comparison with ATLAS result (cern-open-2008-020

•Signal & QCD background done with Herwig.
•Signal efficiency for Herwig is similar to Pythia,
except for CJV (Herwig selects less signal).
• WZ + jets done with alpgen. ttbar is not considered 

QCD event statistics not mentioned, probably limited!

Basic selection cuts are same, other than one variable
CMS:      NV
ATLAS:
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Shape comparison of Df distribution
accept events for Df < 1 rad.



ATLAS Result Both cut-based and shape analysis tried.
Shape analysis has less systematics  reach is better

With systematics, 2 ~50% for Higgs mass 120 GeV

30 fb-1



different models give very different branching ratio (BR)
to invisible vs Higgs mass, but usually BR is reasonably
high for mH < 300 GeV).

BR (H 00) = 20%

BR (H = 00) = 60%

Excluded by chargino 
searches at LEP

Excluded by 
dark matter 

searches

BR (H 00) in the 
M2-m plane

0 : neutralino
(lighest SUSY particle)
M2: gaugino mass
m: Higgs doublet mixing

Boudjema, Bélanger, Godbole 
hep-ph/0206311

 Analysis performed is model independent. 



QCD Generation in Fast Simulation

Thanks to Wisconsin Grid -T2!! 

QCD sample generated using CMSSW_1_6_7  No HLT information 
available

Total events = 1500 M

For 1 fb-1 lumi, generated event statistics is still not enough  very large 
scale factors.    i.e. ~1100 for 20-30 GeV bin



Data Samples used for analysis

Filter eff. = 1

Filter eff. ~ 10-4



Offline Selections (Cont..)

2) VBF  conditions on jets:
pT (1,2) > 40 GeV,  h1*h2 < 0,  |h| < 5  

 Require Dh > 4.4 , Mjj > 1200 GeV

Sharp dip due to pre-selection
Effect of Trigger



Offline selections (cont.)

3) Missing Transverse Energy (MET)

 Require MET > 100 GeV

MET  distributions after VBF selection



Results

Cross-section (fb) 
at each stage of 
selection



Estimation of QCD, ttbar + jets backgrounds

Matrix Method

 Need 2  independent variables

having discriminating power

between signal and backgrounds

• NV distribution for QCD events

(70-100 GeV bin) for different

values of Mjj  cut after all other 

selections (VBF, MET, CJV, Df)

 NV and Mjj are un-correlated 

to good extent



Define four regions A, B, C and D demarcated by  NV and Mjj cut
values,  each region has contribution from all backgrounds  and signal   

 Signal contribution  in each region can be 
calculated using MC.
 After subtracting signal contribution, 

background events in region D can 
be calculated as

Estimation of QCD, ttbar + jets backgrounds (cont.)

QCD + ttbar  contribution in  signal region can be calculated by 
subtracting contribution of Z/W + jets backgrounds.

Signal Region

Distribution of QCD (70-100 GeV) events in 4 quadrants


